
hereditary spastic paraplegias, Huntington’s disease, disorders of the

mitochondrial respiratory chain, neuroacanthocytosis and Wilson’s

disease (an excellent section on confirming the diagnosis). The work

is also a good source for many other conditions.

I used this work to examine four difficult areas – the electro-

physiological abnormalities found on sphincter electromyography

in MSA and the Parkinsonism-plus disorders, the magnetic

resonance imaging findings in the various Parkinsonism-plus

syndromes, the possible role of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory

drugs and the possible use of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor

antagonists in the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease, and the genetics

of motor neurone disease. The information on all four topics

proved to be helpful and readily accessible.

The charge is often made that, once diagnosed, all too often the

therapeutic options in many neurological disorders are either very

limited or merely supportive. In this edition there are excellent dis-

cussions of available therapies and the basis for their efficacy, and also

discussions on possible future treatments including gene therapy and

stem cell implants. Supportive treatment is also discussed.

Overall this reference work is to be recommended. It should

be available on the shelves of any neurological department as an

up-to-date and informative source.
TIM FOWLER

Consultant Neurologist, Pembury Hospital, Kent

Vintage papers from the Lancet
Edited and introduced by Ruth Richardson. Elsevier,
Edinburgh 2006. 488pp. £32.99.

This handsome book justly celebrates the achievements of Britain’s

most famous medical journal, from its first issue in 1823 to 2005.

The Lancet’s present editor, Richard Horton, introduces the book

with a foreword, reminding us that Thomas Wakley, the Lancet’s

first editor, was an admirer of William Cobbett whose attacks on the

British establishment 200 years ago were so effective.

As Ruth Richardson tells us, in a short but fascinating historical

introduction, Wakley was a brave man with a resolute sense of

justice and a genial sense of humour. The early issues of the Lancet

sometimes seem to have been quite close in their approach and

their impact to today’s Private Eye. As a correspondent noted,

‘comfortable hospital doctors beheld the journal’s appearance with

trepidation’. Quacks and dubious practitioners were fearlessly

exposed. The Lancet believed that the Royal Colleges of surgery and

‘physic’ were run by self-appointed oligarchies ‘bloated with wealth

and blustering with power’ in which ‘musty receptacles of ignorance

and imbecility’ could be found.

Not all the journal’s later editors were as brave or reckless as

Wakley, but with few exceptions the Lancet has remained a fearless

pioneering journal with an international reputation as great as that

of the New England Journal of Medicine, which was founded only a

few years earlier. Both these weekly medical journals have remained

fiercely independent and critical of the medical establishments of

their times. Charles Dickens became Wakley’s friend when he was a

jury member at a Marylebone workhouse inquest presided over, as

coroner, by Wakley. Dickens at once saw that Wakley was an

intelligent, discerning and sympathetic man. Much of the medical

information which appears in his novels must have derived from

Dickens’ meetings with Wakley.

As Richardson notes, Wakley left behind a ‘richly creative

journalistic legacy’, having published lecture texts, news exclusives,

regular and irregular columns of many different kinds, scientific

papers, hypotheses, arts and leisure articles, descriptions of new

treatments, detailed case histories, satires, announcements,

obituaries, ‘quips, spoofs and petitions’. Later editors remained

original and creative, though inevitably they grew closer to the

establishment they had derided. Indeed, I remember an election to

select a President for the Royal College of Physicians at which

Theodore Fox (then the Lancet’s editor) was proxime accessit!

Richardson’s book contains an impressive number of original

papers, articles and commentaries. Nowadays there are not so many

‘firsts’ as there used to be, because new original material today

inevitably appears initially in Science or Nature, but in early years

many papers had enormous clinical as well as social or political

impact. Each of the four sections in the book takes a period of 30 or

40 years and lists the papers of special interest in those years. Vintage

papers, however, does not just list the papers: its (Chinese) printer has

produced photographically accurate and perfect copies of the relevant

journal pages, at their original size. This has made the book large and

heavy (12 inches tall, 10 inches wide, nearly an inch thick). It is an

ideal ‘coffee table book’, but I don’t want to imply that it is trivial. It is

packed with fascinating original material. Every doctor will want to

have it in their waiting room, though it will be difficult to tear patients

and colleagues away from its pages.

Such a huge compilation of material cannot be summarised, but

a few papers specially interested and excited me: the detailed

exposure of the barbarity of flogging in the services; an appeal for

the provision in poor districts of public baths and clean water for

washing; the (disapproving) revelation that Queen Victoria had

been given chloroform for her latest childbirth; an account of the

antipyretic action of salicylate; the first British clinical X-ray

photograph (of a bullet lodged in a boy’s wrist); a protest against the

forcible feeding of suffragette prisoners; a plea in support of the

state provision of family allowances; a correspondent’s letter

suggesting thrombosis; the preliminary results of the Medical

Research Council trial revealing that combining two anti-

tuberculosis drugs (PAS and streptomycin) reduces the appearance

of streptomycin-resistant strains; the first confirmation that

thalidomide given during pregnancy could cause congenital

abnormalities; the first note by James Black and his colleagues at ICI

of the syntheses of propranolol (pronethalol’s successor); Tudor

Hart’s celebrated ‘inverse care law’; two adjacent papers by Warren

and Marshall (both later Nobel Prize laureates) of ‘curved bacilli’ in

gastric epithelium associated with active chronic gastritis.

My only complaint about the book is that (of necessity) most

entries do not finish at the end of the page. Inevitably one begins to

read in another column on the page another unrelated but almost

equally fascinating article. But we must be grateful to all the editors

of the Lancet, and its publishers, for making possible this fascinating

and endlessly entertaining collection.
JOHN DICKINSON

Emeritus Professor, Wolfson Institute of Preventive Medicine
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